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ABSTRACT
Security is an increasingly important attribute for multimedia applications that require prevention of unauthorized access
to copyrighted data.  Two approaches have been used to protect scalable video content in distribution:  Partial encryption
and progressive encryption.  Partial encryption provides protection for only selected portions of the video.  Progressive
encryption allows transcoding with simple packet truncation, and eliminates the need to decrypt the video packets at
intermediate network nodes with low complexity.
Centralized Key Management with Secret Sharing (CKMSS) is a recent approach in which the group manager assigns
unique secret shares to the nodes in the hierarchical key distribution tree.  It allows the reconstruction of different keys
by communicating different activating shares for the same prepositioned information.  Once the group key is established,
it is used until a member joins/leaves the multicast group or periodic rekeying occurs.  In this paper, we will present
simulation results regarding the communication, storage and processing requirements of the CKMSS scheme applied to
scalable video.  In particular, we have measured the rekey message sizes, storage capacity, and processing times needed
by the server for each join/leave request and periodic rekey event.
Keywords:   scalable video, video compression, partial video encryption, multimedia, secret sharing, prepositioned
secret share, secure multicasting, key graph, hierarchical key distribution tree.
1.  INTRODUCTION
With the unprecedented developments in computing and networking technologies, there is a growing demand in digital
multimedia services that can be delivered to a variety of devices ranging from low powered PDAs to the fastest personal
computers.   Efficient coding techniques allow a substantial reduction in the storage or transmission requirements for
multimedia data (text, animation, images, audio and video).  As video is the most critical component of any multimedia
service, several compression standards have been established including H.261, H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4.
To have an idea of the need for video compression, let us consider an example:  The CCIR 601 recommendation for
digitized NTSC television specifies 480 active lines per picture and 720 active pixels per line.  With 30 frames/sec and
(4-2-2) subsampling format, the resulting rate exceeds 20 Mbytes:
760 x 480 = 364,800 pixels
30 frames/sec = 10, 944,000 pixels/sec
4-2-2 format (16 bits/pixel) = 175,104,000 bits/sec @ 20.9 Mbytes
Today’s networks for multimedia content distribution are heterogeneous in nature.  The Internet, in particular, is full of
uncertainties with a wide range of channel capacities and client device capabilities for display, computation and
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communication.   This leads to a set of requirements that cannot be met by traditional video coders that commonly
encode and transmit video at a uniform bit rate.
Scalable video compression is the encoding of a single video stream in different layers, each layer with its own bit rate.
The availability of multiple substreams of increasing visual quality allows the video codec to adapt to different client
capabilities and network conditions.  The major types of scalability include:
•   Spatial scalability:  Provides different spatial resolutions.  The lowest spatial resolution video is reconstructed from
the base layer.  The enhancement layers are coded using interpolation and the base layer.
•   Temporal scalability:  Provides different frame rates.  The base layer is independently coded to obtain the minimal
temporal rate.  The enhancement layers are created using temporal prediction with respect to the base layer.
•   SNR scalability:   Provides same spatial resolution but varying video quality.   At the base layer, the frequency
domain  coefficients  are  coarsely  quantized  to  achieve  basic  image  quality.   For  the  reconstruction  of  the
enhancement layers, finer quantization steps are used.
•   Region-of-interest scalability:   This is a special type of scalability that can provide spatial, temporal or SNR
scalability within a particular object or a region of the video sequence.   The basic idea is to choose objects or
regions of interest to the viewer and offer as many enhancement layers as needed.
The video coding standards MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.263+ include scalability modes.
For many multimedia services, security is an essential requirement to prevent unauthorized access to copyrighted
content.  With the transition from analog to digital technologies, content providers seek assurance for the protection of
their intellectual property [1,2].   Presently, encryption appears to be the only tool that can be used alone to provide
confidentiality in applications such as video conferencing, Pay TV and on-line video games.
Although robust encryption algorithms exist in the cryptographic literature, their speed is not compatible with the real-
time processing  requirements of huge amounts of data involved in multimedia services.  To reduce the computational
complexity of  full video encryption, several schemes have been proposed [3,4,5,6,7,8,9].  Two publications evaluate the
performance of these proposals and discuss the tradeoffs among several metrics such as security level, encryption speed
and compression efficiency [10,11].       
For the protection of scalable video, two approaches are base layer protection [12] and progressive encryption [13].  The
first paper argues that temporal and SNR scalability are not suitable for partial encryption and chooses spatial scalability
as the subject of an experiment.    The conclusion of the study is that the protection obtained from simple base layer
encryption of a scalable encoded video based on a spatial resolution pyramid is comparable to the best known partial
MPEG encryption method.   The second paper proposes a method for secure scalable streaming (SSS).   SSS encodes
video into secure scalable packets that can be streamed to heterogeneous clients through hybrid (wired and wireless)
networks.   Progressive encryption is characterized by the property that the first portion of the data is encrypted
independently while the later portions are encrypted based on earlier portions.   This allows transcoding to be performed
at intermediate network nodes with simple packet truncation and without video decryption.   In the SSS architecture,
although the payload is encrypted progressively, the header data is left unencrypted and contains information such as the
recommended truncation points within the encrypted packets.
Scalable video codecs partition a video stream into a base layer and multiple enhancement layers.  The business model
used in a particular multimedia service may require protection of the base layer and any number of the enhancement
layers.   Several scenarios may be envisaged that dictate the number of layers to be protected.   In Pay-Per-View
applications, the previews would normally be transmitted without encryption to create a purchase interest.  The level of
protection for the full movie depends on the access conditions determined by the value of content and other criteria.  In
general, each layer should be encrypted with a different key if it needs to be accessed independently.
There are three primary ways of delivering a multimedia service to clients:   Unicast,  broadcast and multicast.
Unicasting  involves  point-to-point  communication  between  a  server  and  a  client  device,  broadcasting  requires3
transmitting the same data to the entire client population and multicasting is an efficient distribution mechanism from a
source to a large group of clients.  IP multicast uses the notion of a group of members identified with a given group
address.  When a message is sent to this group address, the network uses a multicast routing protocol to replicate the
message at intermediate nodes and forward copies to the group members.  Secure multicast communication [14,15] is
achieved by using a group key shared by all the members of the group.   The way the group key is generated and
delivered to group members is influenced by a number of factors such as the multicast application type and group
dynamics.  Regardless of the approach used, the important desired attributes for a key management system are forward
access control, backward access control and minimal storage, communication and computational requirements.
The literature on multicast security includes many key management schemes.  One important group of schemes makes
use of hierarchical key distribution trees.  The Centralized Tree-Based Key Management (CTKM) scheme has been
developed in three separate publications in the same time period [16,17,18].
A recent multicast security paper [19] introduces a new approach based on secret sharing in which the group manager
assigns  unique  secret  shares  to  the  nodes  in  the  hierarchical  key  distribution  tree.  Called  the  Centralized Key
Management with Secret Sharing (CKMSS), it is a prepositioned shared secret scheme that allows the reconstruction of
different keys by communicating different activating shares for the same prepositioned information.  Once the group key
is established, it is used until a member joins/leaves the multicast group.  It can also be changed by periodic rekeying if
the content value is high.  The CKMSS scheme has been extended to the protection of scalable video [20].
In this paper, we will present simulation results regarding the computational, storage and processing requirements of the
CKMSS scheme applied to scalable video.  Our results measure the storage capacity, the rekey message size and the
processing time needed by the server per join/leave request based on the following parameters:  the initial group size, the
degree of the tree, the size of the share sets assigned to the nodes, and the number of layers of scalable video.
2.  SECRET SHARING AND SCALABLE VIDEO
Secret sharing schemes form a particular group of multi-party protocols for key establishment [21].   They provide a
reliable mechanism for the protection of cryptographic keys without increased risk of disclosure.   They also enable
distribution of trust or control in critical activities such as launching of a missile and opening bank vaults.
Definition:  A (t, n) threshold scheme (t£ n) is a method that enables a trusted dealer to divide a secret S into n secret
shares Si, (1 £ i £ n) in such a way that at least t shares are required to reconstruct S.  It is assumed that each Si is securely
distributed to user Pi and stored as confidential information.  A perfect threshold scheme is a threshold scheme in which
a knowledge of (t-1) or fewer shares does not provide any advantage to the opponent to find the secret.
In Shamir’s (t, n) threshold scheme [22], the secret S is defined to be the coefficient a0 of a random (t-1)-degree
polynomial
f(x) = (at-1x
t-1 + …+ a1x + a0) mod p
over the finite Galois Field GF(p).  The trusted dealer performs the following tasks to share the secret among n users:
1.  Choose a prime p larger than n and the secret S.
2.  Construct f(x) by selecting (t-1) random coefficients a1, …, at-1.
3.  Compute the shares Si by evaluating f(x) at n distinct points.
4.  Securely distribute Si to user Pi (1 £ i £ n).
The secret S can be recovered by constructing the polynomial
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from any t of the n shares, and computing f(0).4
Shamir’s threshold scheme has some desirable properties that will be exploited later:
(i)  It is a perfect threshold scheme.
(ii)  The size of each share does not exceed the size of the secret S.
(iii)  Different levels of control can be created by assigning different number of shares to users.
(iv)  The security does not rely on unproven mathematical assumptions.
In a (t, n) prepositioned secret sharing scheme, the n secret shares are stored by the participants in advance of   the
activation of the scheme [23,24].  Even if all of the n pieces are exposed, the secret key cannot be recovered until some
additional information is provided.  In our implementation, we will have n = t-1, i.e., the scheme is designed to allow the
recovery of the secret by requiring only one more piece (the “activating” share).
The process of encrypting three layers of a multicast scalable video is depicted in Figure 1.  Each layer is encrypted with
a different symmetric key.   The members of the multicast group will need three keys for decrypting the entire video
stream.   These keys will be renewed after each join or leave operation and periodic rekeying.   The alternatives for
generating multiple group keys are presented in [20].
Figure 1.  Encryption of scalable video
The CKMSS scheme is in the class of hierarchical tree based schemes where a single entity (i.e., the group manager)
controls the entire group.   The group manager creates and stores a k-ary tree structure with a unique set of shares
assigned to each node.  The height h of the tree is the length of the longest directed path in the tree, and the degree d of
the tree is the maximum number of incoming edges of a node in the tree.   The n leaves of the tree contain the n
symmetric keys the manager has established with the members of the group.   Each member keeps a subset of the
manager’s set of share sets.  The elements of the set owned by a member are those found along the directed path from
the member to the root of the tree, including the leaf set and the root set.  The group manager encrypts the multicast data
with the group key.   The members generate the group key using their own set of shares at the root node and the
activating share sent by the group manager.   All the other sets in the tree are auxiliary sets required for efficient set
updates.
For scalable video, the two alternative proposals in [20] allow the encryption of different layers with different keys but
all members have access to all keys.   Use of multiple keys undoubtedly increases the cryptanalytic strength of the
scheme but does not help create new business models.  We now extend the original CKMSS scheme so that each layer
can be accessed independently of the others:
•   JOIN:   In  response  to  a  join  request  from  a  potential  member,  the  group  manager  engages  in  a  mutual
authentication protocol.  If the request is accepted, the manager establishes an individual share for the member
and unicasts a protected message.    In this message, additional shares (based on the new member’s purchase
order) are inserted; the individual share will correspond to the base layer and the others to the enhancement layers.
•   LEAVE:  As the leaving member still has the shares for the enhancement layers, he will be able to decrypt those
layers.   This is not a major business concern, however, since the most relevant information in terms of image
perception is concentrated in the base layer.   The enhancement layers have incremental contribution to video
quality.  Experiments show that a reconstructed frame with an undecodable base layer has no commercial value
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[12].   In an alternative architecture, the members use a tamper-proof device (e.g., a smart card) which can be
programmed to automatically delete the shares of the leaving member.  In real-life applications, such a device will
be needed to handle the purchase transactions and other sensitive data [2].
•   PERIODIC REKEY:   As in the original scheme, only an activating share is multicast.   The members use this
share and their own layer shares to construct the layer keys.
Example:  Figure 2 shows a simple 4-ary tree with 16 members.  Each node is assigned a set of shares.  Depending on
the type of the operation (join, leave or periodic rekey), some of these shares will change.   We will consider three
operations to explain the events in the simulation.  In this example and in the rest of the paper, we will study the group-
oriented strategy for the construction of rekey messages and their secure distribution to members.  This type of strategy
allows the group manager (GM) to construct a single message that contains all the new sets (except the sets for the
joining members, which are unicast).   We will assume a scalable video with 3 layers, each layer encrypted with a
different key.  Let s1-16 be the share needed for the protection of the base layer.  For each of the enhancement layers, the
member purchases an additional share  ) (
16 1
i s   , i=1,2.
Figure 2.  Hierarchical tree for secret sharing (tree degree = 4)
(a)  Member 16 joins the tree
The GM performs the following operations:
(i)  Label the joining member 16.
(ii)  Establish s16 with the member, create a new member node and a new set node, and attach the set node to
the existing “joining point.”
(iii)  Change s1-15 to s1-16 and s13-15 to s13-16.
(iv)  Construct and send the below two messages (The first is multicast to members 1-15, the second is unicast
to member 16):
  GM Æ {m1, …, m15}:   AS, 
15 1 } { 16 1     k s , 
15 13 } { 16 13     k s
GM Æ m16:          AS, 
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In the above messages, AS is the activating share, and the fresh keys k1-15, k13-15 and k16 are obtained using the activating
share and the sets s1-15, s13-15 and s16, respectively.  Depending on their access rights, the members construct a subset of
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multimedia data.
(b)  Member 16 leaves the tree
The GM performs the following operations:
(i)  Delete both the member (leaf) node and the set node for member 16.
(ii)  Replace s13-16 at the “leaving point” by s13-15 and s1-16 by s1-15.
(iii)  Construct and multicast the below message to the remaining fifteen members:
GM Æ {m1, …, m15}:      AS, L0 , L1, where
L0:  
4 1 } { 15 1     k s , 
8 5 } { 15 1     k s , 
12 9 } { 15 1     k s , 
15 13 } { 15 1     k s  and L1: 
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In the above message, AS denote the activating share.  The fresh keys k1-4, k5-8, k9-12, k13-15, k13, k14 and k15 are obtained
using the activating share and the sets s1-4, s5-8, s9-12, s13-15, s13, s14 and s15, respectively.  Depending on their access rights,
the members construct a subset of the next set of group keys 
15 1  k , ) 1 (
15 1  k , 
) 2 (
15 1  k when they receive the new activating
share together with the encrypted multimedia data.
(c)  Periodic key change
The GM performs the following operation:
(i)  Construct and multicast the below message to the entire group.
GM Æ {m1, …, m16}:   AS,
where AS is the activating share needed to reconstruct any subset of the group keys 
16 1  k , ) 1 (
16 1  k , 
) 2 (
16 1  k .
3.  SIMULATION
In this paper, we will present simulation results regarding the computational, storage and processing requirements of the
CKMSS scheme applied to scalable video.  In particular, we have:
1.  Explored a particular algorithm for generating multiple keys.  The root shares are used to define n disjoint subsets,
one subset for each key.   As each node can be assigned a different number of shares, this is a convenient
arrangement.
2.  Measured the storage capacity, the rekey message sizes, and the processing times needed by the server per
join/leave request based on the following parameters:  the degree of the tree, the initial group size, the size of the
share sets assigned to the nodes, and the number of layers of scalable video.
We performed a number of experiments to evaluate the performance of the CKMSS scheme.  The simulation code was
developed in C++ and run on a single user Windows environment using an Intel Pentium 4 processor with a speed of
1.8GHz.   A public-domain implementation of the AES cipher by Szymon Stefanek [25] and a secret reconstruction
routine by Baltimore Technologies [26] were used in the simulation.
In Shamir’s scheme, we defined the shares to have the format (x,y)=(i,Si), where i is not a public index but a part of the
secret share.  Both of the coordinates x and y are 4-byte values, making the total size of a share 8 bytes.7
The four design parameters are:
1.  Degree of the set tree
2.  Initial group size
3.  Number of shares assigned to each node
4.  Number of layers of scalable video
Each of these four parameters was allowed to vary as the others were kept constant.  Table 1 shows the range of values
and the constants for the parameters.  Both the average processing times and the average message sizes were measured.
Processing a request involves first locating the leaf corresponding to the joining/leaving member, then traversing the
path from this leaf to the root. At each step, the activating share is combined with the shares stored at the node to
produce an encryption key; this key is in turn used to encrypt newly generated random shares.  The contents of the nodes
are also updated to contain these new random shares.
Parameters Range of values Constants
Degree of the set tree 2, 3, 4, …, 20 4
Initial group size 2
5, 2
6, 2
7, …, 2
14 16384
Number of shares per node 1, 2, 3, …, 10 2
Number of layers of scalable video 1, 2, 3, …, 10 1
Table 1.  Parameter values
In the experiments, the group manager first builds the initial tree using the given number of join requests.  It then updates
the tree in response to the subsequent join/leave requests.  These requests are generated randomly according to the ratio
1:1.
In a tree of degree d and height h, the number of nodes is d
0 + d
1 + ... + d
h.  This is a geometric progression which sums
up to {(1-d
(h+1) )/(1-d)}.   Since n = d
h for a full and balanced tree, the number of nodes in the tree is expected to be
around {(nd-1)/(d-1)} after each tree update.
Degree of the set tree
Table 2 and Figure 3 show how the processing time and the message size vary with the set tree degree.   One important
observation from this result is the optimal degree of the tree which is 4.  This confirms the result obtained in [17].  Note
that as the degree of the tree is increased, the processing time per join goes down and the processing time per leave goes
up (at a higher rate).  When a new member is accepted to the group, all the keys along the path from the joining point to
the root node have to change (backward access control).  The server’s encryption cost for the join operation is 2(h-1);
this implies that the cost is decreased as the tree degree is increased (which effectively decreases the tree height) [19].
When a member leaves the group, all the keys along the path from the leaving point to the root node have to change
(forward access control).   The server’s encryption cost for the leave operation is d(h-1); this implies that the cost is
increased with an increase in tree degree [19].
Average rekey message size
Message type\
Tree degree 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Join multicast 448 283 224 193 179 159 156 149 142 133 127 125 124 122 121 120 118 115 111
Leave multicast 863 819 863 933 1042 1087 1219 1308 1381 1419 1496 1601 1710 1809 1914 2013 2083 2159 2203
Unicast 244 160 128 112 107 96 94 90 87 83 79 79 78 77 77 76 75 73 71
Table 2.  Message size versus set tree degree8
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Figure 3.  Processing time versus set tree degree
Initial group size
Table 3 and Figure 4 show how the processing time and the message size vary with the initial group size.  The horizontal
axis in Figure 4 is in log scale.  When extrapolated, this implies that the CKMSS scheme is scalable to large groups
because the processing time per request increases almost linearly with the logarithm of the group size.
Average rekey message size
Message type\
Initial group size
32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384
Join multicast 89 104 119 130 151 160 181 192 213 224
Leave multicast 294 365 438 479 565 605 693 735 820 863
Unicast 60 69 76 82 93 96 107 112 122 129
Table 3.  Message size versus initial group size
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Figure 4.  Processing time versus initial group size9
Number of shares per node
Table 4 and Figure 5 show how the processing time and the message size vary with the number of shares per node.  The
CKMSS scheme deviates from linear behavior in this case.  The nonlinear cost, however, is justifiable as it results in
increased security levels.
In Table 4, the “pairing” of multicast message sizes for 2i and 2i+1 (i=2,3,…,10) shares is due to the characteristics of
AES encryption, which generates ciphertext in 16-byte blocks.   Because the shares (i.e., the plaintext) are 8-byte
quantities, the ciphertexts corresponding to 2i and 2i+1 shares will have the same length.
Average rekey message size
Message type\
# of shares 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Join multicast 112 224 224 336 337 450 451 562 560 672
Leave multicast 432 863 863 1295 1296 1727 1727 2160 2159 2591
Unicast 65 128 177 242 291 357 405 469 513 577
Table 4.  Message size versus number of shares per node
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Figure 5.  Processing time versus number of shares per node
Number of layers of scalable video
The additional cost for scalable video is a small increase in the size of the unicast message when a member joins the
group.  If the video has n layers, n shares are unicast to the joining member.  If we consider the fact that the highest
number of layers in a commercial application would be expressed by a small integer number, the increase in the unicast
message is negligible.
Finally, for periodic rekeying, the workload for the server is minimal.  Only the activating share is multicast.  There is no
encryption cost and the message size is constant at 8 bytes.  This is in contrast with the CTKM scheme where, for a tree
of degree d, d encrypted messages need to be multicast (The total size of the message depends on the size of the cipher
key).10
4.  CONCLUSIONS
We have presented simulation results that show the behavior of the CKMSS scheme.  The behavior can be summarized
as follows:
•   The  proposed  algorithm  for  scalable  video  is  convenient  and  introduces  insignificant  computational  and
communication overhead for any number of layers.  A member’s join request also includes the number of video
layers to be accessed.  The group manager, in turn, unicasts the shares corresponding to these layers.  A minor
caveat is that each leaving member will still have access to the enhancement layers.  Experimental results show
that protection of only the base layer can provide good security as the enhancement layers add incremental value
to video quality.  If, however, a tamper-proof security device is used, the shares can be deleted as the member
leaves the group.
•   The optimal tree degree is 4.  The processing time is about the same in the neighborhood of 4 (for 3 and 5) and
gradually increases for higher degrees.
•   The processing time per request increases almost linearly with the logarithm of the group size.   The highest
population for a group tested was 16384.  Nevertheless, there is substantial evidence that with extrapolation, the
server cost is reduced from O(n) to O(log(n)) for much larger populations.
•   The computational cost is mildly nonlinear as we increase the number of shares per node.   Depending on the
security level needed for a given application, this cost can be justified.
•   Leave operations dominate over the join operations.  Therefore, both the computational and communication loads
are higher to process the leave requests.
•   For periodic rekeying, the multicast message size is constant irrespective of the size of the group.  Furthermore,
the server does not need to encrypt the message.
A natural extension of this work is to investigate the storage, computational and communication requirements for the
group members.  Other areas of application of the CKMSS scheme is a current area of research.
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